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Abstract
In this talk, we will look at recent advances in 1) Ring Confidential Transactions (RingCT), one of the main
approaches to construct privacy-preserving cryptocurrencies, and 2) zero-knowledge argument systems for
(bilinear) group relations with short proofs.
RingCT is the core cryptographic component of Monero, one of the largest privacy-preserving
cryptocurrencies. In RingCT, transactions are described in such a way that the spenders, the receivers, and
the amount being transferred are hidden from third parties. Despite its importance in practice, the security
guarantees of RingCT are poorly understood, and the efficiency of deployed schemes leaves much room for
improvement.
In view of this, we devise a rigorous formulation of RingCT, which involves designing complex security
experiments. We also describe a generic construction of RingCT, which mainly involves proving large
statements using a zero-knowledge argument system for group relations. The latter motivates constructing
such argument systems with short proofs -- those of length sublinear in the statement size.
Besides its application in RingCT, zero-knowledge argument systems for (bilinear) group relations is an
important object in its own right. In their celebrated work, Groth and Sahai [EUROCRYPT’08, SICOMP’
12] constructed non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs for general (bilinear) group arithmetic
relations, which spawned the entire subfield of structure-preserving cryptography. This branch of the theory
of cryptography focuses on modular design of advanced cryptographic primitives. Although Groth-Sahai
proofs is a powerful toolkit, its efficiency hits a barrier when the statement size is large, as the proof size is
linear in that of the statement.
In a recent work, we revisit the problem of proving knowledge of general (bilinear) group arithmetic
relations in zero-knowledge. Specifically, we construct a zero-knowledge argument for such relations,
where the communication complexity is logarithmic in the integer and source group components of the
witness. In many applications, our argument system can serve as a drop-in replacement of Groth-Sahai
proofs, turning existing advanced primitives in the vast literature of structure-preserving cryptography into
practically efficient systems.
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